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Modern Greece – Began with
historic revolution 200 years ago

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Europe’s first nationalist uprising – ahead of Germany and Italy
Disorganized patriots against despotic but decaying Ottomans
Inspired by ideas from American and French Revolutions
Convinced were heirs to ancient Greece that even excelled Rome
Lord Byron and others went to Greece to fight and die
Revolutionaries triggered rebellion which fraying Ottomans first
missed and then overreacted disastrously
Thus, 1st successful revolution on very edge of Europe
Transforming diplomacy norms and European politics forever
Inaugurated a new world of nation-states, in which we still live
Source: Mark Mazower, The Greek Revolution: 1821 and the Making of Modern Europe, Penguin, 2021 Flyleaf
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Greek identity paradox: recurring
cycles of triumphs and tragedies
Tragedy and comedy masks

◼

◼

◼

Story of nationalism, Civil War, autocracy, democracy,
polarization, populism, and modernization
Ambitious projects of state building, democratization,
and development that foreshadowed many other
developing nations
But recurring booms and busts of highly ambitious
projects that produced disastrous failures, bailouts,
yet ultimately positive outcomes
Stathis Kalyvas, Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know, Oxford, 2015
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Greece more than series of tragedies & triumphs
Foundational and Tourist Mecca
Acropolis

Patmos

Santorini

Mykonos
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Greek Culture

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Cradle of Western culture and democracy
Beliefs in government by the people, trial by jury, and equality
under the law
Pioneer of biology, geometry, history, philosophy, physics …
Introduced epic and lyric poetry, tragedy, and comedy
Created an ideal of beauty that strongly influenced Western art

Greece belongs to the world rather than just itself. And this is why
the country still matters, and probably always will. – Roderick Beaton 5

Modern Greece: 200years of Triumphs &
Tragedies

(Pivot point of East and West)
◼
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◼
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◼
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1821-29: Independence after 350 years of
Ottomans – Europe’s 1st successful revolution
1912-13: Greece’s expansion in Balkans; opening of WW I
1919-22: Invaded Ottomans after WW I but defeated by Turks
1941: Early resistance to Fascists & Nazis during WW II
1946-49: Greek Civil War prelude and front line of Cold War
1947: Prompted Truman doctrine to contain Soviets
1974: Led democratization wave of 1980s and 1990s
1981: 1st of East to join EU
2001: 1st of East to join Eurozone
2009-13: Economic crisis, GREXIT threat, and bailouts
2014-22: Recovery and return to “normal” again until Covid hit
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Greece discovered democracy but lost it thrice
Greece: Democracy (Polity 2) Score
Democracy line

King George
1827
1834
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1932
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1946
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1967
1974
1981
1988
1995
2002
2009
2016
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1) Greco-Turk War
2) Metaxas
Polity 2

◼

◼
◼

3) Coup

Democracy Line

Attained democracy in 1868 – before Spain (1900), France
(1876), Germany(1919), or Turkey (1946)
But had 3 non-democratic periods between 1914-75
In 1975 regained & retained democracy (with some close calls)
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Greek War of Independence,
also known as Greek
Revolution (1821-30)

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

March 25, 1821, revolution declared and revolt against Ottomans
Tensions developed among Greek factions, leading to two
consecutive civil wars
Ottomans got Egypt to fight Greece and in 1825, Peloponnese was
under Egyptian control
Great Powers of Russia, Britain and France destroyed Ottoman
fleet at Battle of Navarino, October 20, 1827
After 8 years of war, Greece recognized as sovereign state in 1830
Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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Government turmoil and
bankruptcy (1827-93)

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

First governor assassinated in 1831
In 1832, Britain, France and Russia installed Bavarian
Prince Otto whose despotic reign lasted 11 years under
their protection
Capital moved to Athens and Church of Greece became
national church
Prince Otto deposed in 1862 Revolution and replaced by
George I from Denmark
Corruption, overspending and overtaxed weak economy
forced bankruptcy in 1893
Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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World War I &
Aftermath

All but
yellow
Greece
today

Almost
doubled

◼
◼

◼

◼

Pre-WW I Balkan Wars - almost doubled Greece’s size
In WW I, had 2 governments - pro-German & pro-Entente, but
united in 1917 and joined Entente
In aftermath of WW I, attempted reclaim eastern native Greek
population, but defeated by Turks in 1922
Exited from east (yellow) and had tumultuous compulsory
population exchange with Turkey of 1.6 million
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WW II – brave &
fierce opposition
but tragic end in
Nazi atrocities

◼

◼
◼
◼

In 1940, Mussolini demanded free access, but Metaxas said “ohi” (No!)
Became Allies first victory over Axis on land
Despite fierce resistance, Greece fell to Nazis in 1941
Nazis committed mass atrocities and destruction
◼ ½ million deaths - 5% of population
◼ 80-90% of 73,000 Jews decimated
◼ Million Greeks left homeless
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Tragic Greek Civil War
(1944-49), then recovery
triumph

◼

◼

◼

◼

Communists supported by Soviets vs.
anti-communist Greek government
supported by UK & U.S.
Early struggle of Cold War and U.S.
foreign involvement
Military coup in April 1967 and human
rights abuses were rampant
Despite social strife, Greece had rapid economic growth
until 1972 aided by U.S. Marshall Plan
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Despite tragedies
– triumphed
over communism

◼
◼
◼

◼

Became a client state of U.S. and anchored in West
Achieved unprecedented economic development
Turbulence of 1920 to 1950 can be viewed as

East-West Pivot

or

◼

Succession of wars, coups and political calamities,

◼

Ambitious modernization ending in occupation and Civil War

Despite tragedies, Greece triumphed over potentially the most
consequential and long-term disaster - Sovietization
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Greece’s economic triumphs & tragedies
Greece Real GDP & Population Annual Growth
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Triumph: Democracy
returns & prosperity

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

In 1975, first multi-party
elections since 1964
Rejoined NATO in 1980
Became member of EU in January 1981
Began growth thanks to funds from EU, tourism &
shipping
Standard of living reached unprecedented levels
Adopted euro in 2001
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Greek economic crisis:
“Extend-and-Pretend”

◼
◼
◼
◼

After adopting Euro – cheaper money led to higher debt
Recession hit in 2009 during financial crisis
But, failed to address deficits – interest rates and costs soared
Pressured by EU and IMF to accept 3 bailouts of “extend-and-pretend”
1.
2.
3.

In May 2010, emergency bailout loans of $147 billion
In October 2011, 2nd bailout of $169 billion
In January 2015, 3rd $96 billion bailout averted GREXIT
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Greece looking
East again as
tightens ties
to China

▪

▪
▪

▪

In 2016, China’s shipping firm Cosco purchased a majority stake
in Piraeus port
Piraeus - Greece’s largest and Europe’s 7th biggest
Plans to invest $660 mil. to make it biggest between Europe and
Asia and, potentially, in Europe
Greece joined China’s Belt and Road - multitrillion-dollar
infrastructure program to link China with 100 countries
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Big oil & gas find roils Med & boosts economy

▪
▪
▪

Geopolitics volatile in Eastern Med stemming from large Aphrodite
discovery of oil and gas in seabed
Greece, Israel, Egypt, Italy, Jordan and Palestinian territories
made deal that omitted Turkey
Incensed Turks, even threated war
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Greece Bond & Stock
Markets reveal recent
triumphs & tragedies
◼

◼

10-Year
government bond
yields below precrisis
Stock market
soared and
crashed at turn of
century, then
soared again, and
now back to early
1990 levels

Greece Government 10-year
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Greece Stock Market (ASE)

Greece
Today?

Real GDP Growth & Projections
2019 2020 2021 2022
Greece
1.8 -9.0
8.3 3.5
EU
1.6 -6.4
5.3 2.8
April 2022, IMF World Economic Outlook

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Financial crisis seems to be over, GDP recovering
Two-party system, extremism moderated
Hasn’t turned against EU – sees benefits of solidarity
Greek-owned cargo fleet now one of world’s largest
Bankers and investors more supportive
GDP fell 9% during 2020 Covid
World 23rd highest Covid death rate ~ same as U.S.

Optimistic Epilogue: “More than three and a half thousand
years have passed …since this story began. In all that time,
speakers of the Greek language have never ceased to reinvent
themselves. There is every reason to suppose that they will go on
doing so … Beaton, The Greeks: A Global History, p 463
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Significance of Modern
Greece
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Arose as outpost of European modernity in 19th century in
backward corner of Ottoman Empire
War of Independence in 1820s predated 1848 revolutions
1920s population exchange largest organized refugee movement
Resistance to Nazis during WW II among earliest
Civil War presaged Cold War and triggered Truman doctrine of
U.S. international role containing Soviets
Democratization in 1974 led global democratization wave
Spearheaded integration for countries outside core of Europe
Early, ambitious, & incomplete revolution but successful

“For 200 years, been at forefront of Europe’s evolution” - Stathis Kalyvas,
Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know, Oxford, 2015
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Modern Greece: Triumphs & Tragedies
Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

One of oldest, most tumultuous and
precedent-setting at East-West pivot
But gilded past tarnished by recurrent triumphs & tragedies
Economy hit by Covid, decline in tourism and shipping
Growing ties to China and discovery of oil & gas in
Mediterranean boosts economics but complicates geopolitics
Just as returning to normal, faces tension with Turkey and
Covid-19 setback of tourism and shipping
Wonderful place to visit: astounding Acropolis, sparkling
islands with whitewashed villages, and soak in history
Thanks for attending! Hope to come to my next lectures.
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Extend and Pretend - 2009
Greece Economic Crisis
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

2009: $300 bil. debt plunges into crisis
2010 May: Fears of default prompt 1st 110 bil. euro rescue
2011 July: EU bailout of 109 bil. euros
2011 Oct: Eurozone takes 50% debt write-off in return for
further austerity
2012 Feb: Violent protests, EU 2nd 130 bil. euro bailout
2013 Jan: Unemployment rises to 27% - highest in EU
2014: Per capita GDP begins to grow
2015 Aug: 3rd bailout of 86 bil. euros, to avoid GREXIT
2018 Feb: Credit ratings raised because of growing
economy and stability
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Glossary for Greece
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Eastern question: European Great Powers concerns of instability in Ottoman Empire ("sick
man of Europe” due to wars with Russia) from late 18th to early 20th centuries that
threatened to undermine the balance of power.
Enosis: Movement of Greek communities that live outside Greece for incorporation of the
regions that they inhabit into the Greek state.
Grand Idea: From its very beginning Greece saw itself as the center of Europe standing
between East and West, ultimately expanding the idea in 1840s to not merely to civilize the
East, but to extend its borders to encompass all Greeks with its capital at Constantinople.
Grexit: Term coined in 2012 for possibility Greece would exit Eurozone due to its debt crisis.
Hellas: Greek word for Greece as a whole, name its modern inhabitants know it by.
Irredentism: A movement that seeks to claim or reclaim land "lost" (or "unredeemed")
territory from their past.
Ohi (Greek for “no”) Day: On October 28,1940, Fascist Italy demanded surrender, but
Greeks refused, giving Allies their first victory and becoming public holiday.
Peloponnese: Large peninsula of million population near Athens, home of Mycenaean
civilization, Europe's first major civilization, and home of Spartans who in Peloponnesian War
(431-404 BC) broke the back of classical Greece.
Philhellenism ( “Lover of Greece”): Intellectual fashion beginning in 19th century to
support Greece politically and militarily.
“Sick man of Europe”: From 1750’s Ottoman Empire was considered fatally weakened by
wars against Russia but survived until WW I after which Ataturk founded Turkey in 1923.
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Greece & evolving map of Balkans

All in Ottoman Empire

Post WW II – Austro-Hungarian
exits, Yugoslavia enters

Ottoman gone, Balkans appear

Yugoslavia gone,
independent Balkans
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Recommended Books on Modern Greece

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Roderick Beaton, The Greeks: A Global History, Basic
Books, 2021
Roderick Beaton, Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation,
University of Chicago Press, 2019
John R Hale, The Great Tours: Greece and Turkey, from
Athens to Istanbul, 2011, Great Courses Course Guidebook
Stathis Kalyvas, Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to
Know, Oxford, 2015
Mark Mazower, The Greek Revolution: 1821 and the
Making of Modern Europe, Penguin, 2021
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